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A B S T R A C T

Polysorbate (PS) 20 and 80 are the main surfactants used to stabilize biopharmaceutical products. Industry
practices on various aspects of PS based on a confidential survey and following discussions by 16 globally act-
ing major biotechnology companies is presented in two publications. Part 1 summarizes the current practice
and use of PS during manufacture in addition to aspects like current understanding of the (in)stability of PS,
the routine QC testing and control of PS, and selected regulatory aspects of PS.1 The current part 2 of the sur-
vey focusses on understanding, monitoring, prediction, and mitigation of PS degradation pathways in order
to propose an effective control strategy. The results of the survey and extensive cross-company discussions
are put into relation with currently available scientific literature.
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Introduction
The body of research and publications related to polysorbate (PS)
in the past few decades have significantly improved our understand-
ing of PS structure, its degradation pathway(s), and consequences of
PS degradation on critical quality attributes of biopharmaceuticals.
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This has contributed to our current state and common practice for
handling and control of polysorbates within the biopharmaceutical
industry, as presented extensively in Part 1 of this survey report.1

As discussed in a recent USP Polysorbate stimuli article2 and at the
CASSS CMC Strategy Forum 2020,3 there are still numerous chal-
lenges to overcome in the biopharmaceutical industry to achieve a
thorough understanding of PS composition, structure-function rela-
tionship and degradation mechanisms to achieve a robust control
strategy. These challenges can be summarized into 4 main categories.
1.) PS structure diversity; as discussed in detail in our Part 1 report,
commercially available polysorbates are chemically diverse mixtures
- the composition and distribution of PS subspecies and impurities
vary between manufacturers, grades, as well as lots. This makes PS
product sourcing, sample handling, and quality control testing
important aspects of the PS control strategy as an excipient in bio-
pharmaceutical formulations. 2.) PS analytical characterization; multi-
ple analytical challenges arise from the fact that PS lacks strong
chromophores for commonly used detection by UV-Vis or fluores-
cence. The universal detectors such as charged aerosol detector
(CAD) or evaporative light scattering detector (ELSD) used for PS
quantification have shortcomings, e.g., lack of specificity for individ-
ual PS components and non-linear response. In addition, no single
method can provide a holistic view of PS composition due to its
chemically diverse nature. 3.) PS degradation; PS as a protein stabi-
lizer can also degrade via two major pathways. As discussed in Part
1,1 PS degradation is a complex issue, and a clear and simple root
cause may not always be identified. In addition, an increasing num-
ber of publications indicate that host cell derived hydrolytic enzymes
are causing PS degradation in biopharmaceutical solutions.4-8 Enzy-
matic cleavage of ester-bonds in PS can increase the level of free fatty
acids (FFAs) in the drug product, which may eventually agglomerate
and form FFA particles. Hydrolytic enzymes often represent only a
small fraction of the total amount of host cell protein (HCP) contami-
nants typically present in biopharmaceutical drug products which
makes their identification and control a challenging task. 4.) PS pro-
tein stabilizing mechanism; we do not yet have complete knowledge
and understanding on structure-function relation of this excipient.
For example, it is not clear if/how the heterogeneous nature of PS
contributes to its properties of being a highly effective surfactant and
protein stabilizer. In order to proactively mitigate negative effects of
PS degradation and its potential impact on product quality, an end-
to-end control strategy encompassing PS product sourcing and han-
dling, manufacturing process control, and drug substance (DS) and/or
drug product (DP) release and stability monitoring is needed. Current
state and common practices for handling of PS as an outcome of an
industry survey were summarized in Part 1.1

Part 2 builds on Part 1 survey report and focuses on: 1.) current
state of mechanistic understanding of polysorbate degradation
pathways; 2.) analytical methods for comprehensive polysorbate
characterization; 3.) predictive PS degradation models; and 4.)
strategies to control and mitigate PS degradation. It is expected
that the control and mitigation strategies will continue to evolve
with increasing knowledge of PS degradation, predictive modeling,
new and improved analytical methods, as well as the availability
of PS alternatives.

Current state of Mechanistic Understanding of PS Degradation

Two main polysorbate degradation pathways are known and have
been reported in the literature4,9−11: 1.) oxidation and 2.) enzyme- or
chemical-mediated hydrolysis. Chemical hydrolysis under pH condi-
tions commonly used for most liquid biopharmaceutical formulations
(pH 5-7) has been found to be negligible.12 According to our present
knowledge, oxidation and enzyme-mediated hydrolysis are the main
drivers for PS instability. The progress in mechanistic understanding
of PS degradation for each pathway is summarized and discussed
below.

Oxidative PS Degradation

Oxidation can occur to PS in biopharmaceutical formulations
(usually as diluted PS solution) as well as in neat PS (raw) products,
in particular, where containers are not properly closed and/or stored.
Exposure to air, light and transition metals are known factors to cause
PS oxidation, resulting in undesired levels of peroxides or other
related reactive oxygen species (ROS) which could negatively impact
product quality (based on spiking studies but not necessarily under
pharmaceutical relevant conditions).13

Mechanistic understanding of PS oxidative degradation has been
studied in a few model systems, such as spiking trace levels of transi-
tion metals,14-17 H2O2,

14,17 AAPH (2,20-Azobis(2-amidinopropane)
dihydrochloride),18,19 or under heat-stress.10,15,20,21 The PS oxidative
degradation pathway is complex and has been reported to occur at
both the polyoxyethylene (POE) chain and fatty acid chain,15,20 gen-
erating POE esters and short chain alkanes, ketones, aldehydes, free
fatty acids (FFA), peroxides, and acids as degradants.10 The extent of
FFA generation because of PS oxidation is much lower than that of
the hydrolytic (enzyme-mediated) degradation pathway.10 Oxidation
on the fatty acid chain preferentially occurs on unsaturated fatty
acids,16,18 which is consistent with a higher measured oxidation rate
of PS80 (containing high levels of unsaturated FA-esters) compared
to PS20 (containing low levels of unsaturated FA-esters).19 In addi-
tion, the degree of homogeneity of the fatty acid ester composition
can impact the susceptibility to oxidation, e.g., all-oleate PS80 are
more prone to oxidation compared to the more heterogeneous PS80
counterpart.14,22 However, PS oxidation mechanisms are not yet fully
understood as all-laurate PS20 (with virtually no unsaturated FA-
esters) appeared to be similarly susceptible to oxidation as all-oleate
PS80 (with approx. 100% unsaturated FA-esters).15 Formation and/or
accumulation of ROS in micelle cores of physico-chemical properties
and morphologies depending on e.g., the PS FA-ester composition
may play a role in the oxidative mechanism.15,16,23,24

Consistent with published research, approximately half of the sur-
vey participants noted that additional factors such as buffer agents
might also play a role in oxidative degradation. Specifically, histidine
was found to play a complex role in PS oxidation.25 Histidine buffer
can suppress PS oxidation induced by H2O2

14 or AAPH25 but does not
inhibit the oxidation induced by transitional metals. In contrast, cit-
rate buffer and Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) have demon-
strated effective suppression of transition metal-induced PS
oxidation due to their cation chelating properties.14,22,26 In a recent
study27 citrate buffer, in the presence of iron, was reported to
undergo photo-degradation upon exposure to near UV and visible
light, and the free radicals generated led to PS80 oxidation. In the
additional presence of disulfide containing peptides and insulin, cis/
trans isomerization of PS80 oleic acid esters and protein disulfide
cleavage were observed via various radical reactions.27

According to a recent study,26 temperature does not appear to
play a role in initiating PS80 oxidation in a histidine or citrate buffer,
it may play a role in a phosphate buffer system under otherwise the
same conditions. Protein concentration was also found to play a role
since PS80 oxidation was not observed once the protein concentra-
tion exceeds a certain threshold concentration. More specifically,
data indicates that increasing protein concentrations may have a pro-
tective effect through its chelating properties of iron or by stabiliza-
tion or quenching of free radicals, which not only reduces PS
oxidation but also protein oxidation.20,22

Accelerated degradation studies provide insights into the mecha-
nism as well as into interdependent factors contributing to PS degra-
dation. These degradation studies not only provide support in
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devising an investigational strategy of PS stability but are also indica-
tive of a potential PS mitigation strategy that will be discussed later
in this manuscript.
Enzyme-Mediated PS Hydrolysis

Enzyme-mediated PS hydrolysis is believed to be the primary root
cause of PS hydrolytic degradation observed in biopharmaceutical
formulations. Enzyme-mediated hydrolytic degradation is caused by
trace amounts of host cell proteins (HCPs) that are co-purified with
the therapeutic protein. Various studies have shown hydrolytic deg-
radation of PS in biopharmaceutical formulations due to insufficient
HCP removal during bioprocessing steps.

Interestingly, PS 80 hydrolysing esterases were already described
and purified in the 1983 although not in a biopharmaceutical
context.28,29 Due to the nature of their substrate Bhargava et al.30

have further sub-classified these enzymes as carboxylic ester hydro-
lases. Recent studies indicate that relevant assays to monitor enzyme
activity under biopharmaceutical relevant conditions as well as to
identify active enzymes can be established.8,31-33 While enzymatic PS
Table 1
Host cell proteins (HCP) reported to be associated with PS hydrolytic degradation.

Hydrolytic enzyme Additional Study information and comments

CA (acid ceramidase) CA was identified in a mAb product; recombinant CA thereo
whether the observed lack of CA activity towards PS is rel
of the recombinant enzyme version. CA is not a lipase.

CES-B1L (liver carboxyl-
esterase B-1-like pro-
tein)

CES-1L (liver carboxyl-
esterase 1-like
protein)

Rapid PS80 degradation observed in mAb (18 h/ 5°C) with a
unknown HCP(s) with strong enzymatic activity on PS deg
protein profiling (ABPP) method 2 hydrolases were identi
boxylesterase 1-like protein (CES-1L). Depletion of both e
lases were responsible for the rapid PS80 degradation.

The PS80 degradation pattern was found to be equivalent to
rabbit liver esterase (rLES).

CES-B1L and CES-1L are the primary cause of PS80 degradat
LAL (lysosomal acid

lipase) LPL (lipopro-
tein lipase)

Both LAL and LPL were identified in mAb drug formulations
associated with a higher risk of PS20 degradation based o
tive correlation of LAL amount on PS20 loss, and 3) effecti

LPL (lipoprotein lipase) Identified in a mAb product, induces PS20 degradation. An H
spectrometry.

Recombinant LPL was found to have enzymatic activity agai
mAb formulations. LPL knockout CHO cells were created;
reduced PS degradation without significant impact on cel

LIPA (lysosomal acid
lipase)

Identified in a mAb product and induces PS20 degradation.
ment approach is described; HCP characterization by mas

LPLA2 (lysosomal phos-
pholipase A2)

XV lysosomal phospholipase A2 and isomer X1(LPLA2) iden
recombinant produced LPLA2 with PS20 and PS80: hydro
observed for multiester PS80.

Endogenous LPLA2 detected and quantitated at less than 1 p
in a fourth mAb. mAbs with detectable quantities of endo
without detectable LPLA2 did not show polysorbate hydro
tion in some mAb preparations.

PLA2G7 (phospho-lipase
A2, group VII from
LPLA2 family)

An optimized activity-based protein profiling (ABPP) approa
samples can identify low-abundance HCP and fills the gap
PLA2G7 is identified as a novel lipase.

PLBL2 (phospho-lipase
B-like 2)

Investigation of the root cause behind an observed FFA part
term storage at 5°C.

PLBL2 identified as a residual HCP impurity in DS with repo
First published evidence where residual HCP present in DS w
of PS20 in a protein formulation over time, resulting in FF

PLBD2 Verification of PLBD2 role in PS degradation of DPs purified
tion of PLBD2 demonstrated that degradation of PS20 or P

Quantitative analysis of PLBD2 and PS20 degradation in mu
between the amount of PLBD2 and the level of PS20 degra

PPT1 (palmitoyl-protein
thio esterase 1)

Identified in a mAb product; induces PS20 degradation. PPT
approach is described; HCP characterization by mass spec

PPT1 is not a lipase, it is the first reported case of a thioester
SIAE (sialate O-acetyl-

esterase)
Unique degradation pattern distinct from the other publishe
Subsequent investigation revealed sialate O-acetylesteras
trations of less than 5 ppm.

SIAE was found to selectively hydrolyze PS20 but not PS80,
intact.
hydrolysis pathway is less complex than the oxidation pathway, the
consequence to the final product can be more severe. Ester bonds are
cleaved, and the hydrophilic head group and fatty acids are
released.4,11,34,35 The released FFAs may eventually agglomerate and
form subvisible and visible FFA particles, depending on solution con-
ditions (e.g., pH, temperature) and the solubility of the released
FAs.4,12,34,36-39 Other aspects like nucleation or interfacial stresses
have also been attributed to the formation of FFA particles.40

HCPs that have been reported to be associated with PS degradation
are provided in Table 1. A wide variety of different hydrolases have
been identified as a potential root cause of PS hydrolysis and it is very
likely that that multiple HCPs can play a role in PS degradation.
Analytical Methods for Comprehensive Characterization of
Polysorbates

Polysorbate is inherently heterogeneous, consisting of thousands
of structural variants. Its degradation during storage and use further
increases this complexity. In addition, PS is typically formulated at
relatively low concentrations (0.01 to 0.05%, w/v) in a complex
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Table 2
Analytical toolbox for PS characterization and use within the biopharmaceutical industry.

Purpose of analytical method Targeted species of analytical method Use for DS analysisa Use for DP analysisa

Routine PS Content Sum of all PS subspecies (100%, 16 of 16) 15 of 16 16 of 16
PS characterization assays PS subspecies (63%, 10 of 16) 7 of 10 9 of 10

PS degradants (69%, 11 of 16) 5 of 11 10 of 11
FFA (56%, 9 of 16) 4 of 9 8 of 9

Supportive assays to characterize PS degradation for
Oxidative pathway Peroxides (44%, 7 of 16) 1 of 7 3 of 7

Trace metals (63%, 10 of 16) 6 of 10 7 of 10
Hydrolytic pathway HCP-Hydrolases (profiling) (75%, 12 of 16) 10 of 12 3 of 12

Enzyme activity (38%, 6 of 16) 6 of 6 4 of 6
a Number of survey responses relative to total number of companies using the stated analytical method.
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matrix containing the active biopharmaceutical ingredient and other
excipients like sugars, amino acids, and buffer components typically
present at much higher concentrations than the PS. Consequently, an
analytical toolbox with multiple tailored methods is required for a
comprehensive characterization of PS and its degradants throughout
the product life-cycle (Table 2). PS content assays, used by all compa-
nies for routine testing of formulated PS, were already described in
detail in part 1 of this survey report1. A chromatography-based PS
content assay is the most widely used method for routine PS quanti-
tation. The following sections of this survey report focus on non-rou-
tine methods that are used for a more in-depth characterization of
various PS species during product development, investigations, root
cause analysis, and evaluation of mitigation effectiveness. We also
provide a holistic strategy for how these methods are applied to
address PS related challenges.

We propose the following terminologies to facilitate a common
understanding for PS related compounds in PS products, intermedi-
ates, or when formulated drug products containing PS:

� PS subspecies are PS-related molecules or structural variants
which are “controlled and intentionally present” (e.g., poly-
oxyethylene (20) sorbitan monolaureate, polyoxyethylene (20)
sorbitan monooleate, polyoxyethylene (19) isosorbitan mono-
laureate. . ..). Different PS products may contain different con-
centration and composition of PS subspecies due to
differences in synthetic processes (e.g., between PS manufac-
turers) or raw materials (e.g., between raw material batches
used for PS synthesis). Despite these differences, these PS
products are compliant in its qualitative and quantitative dis-
tribution of major subspecies with USP, EP, JP and ChP (stan-
dard multi-compendial (MC) grade, “as protein stabilizer”) or
more chemically defined PS grades like all-oleate PS80 (e.g., ChP
PS 80 grade II; “for injection”).

� PS impurities are species not intentionally present in PS product
and may be controlled within PS product specification. These
include impurities related to PS (e.g., polyoxyethylene (20) sorbi-
tan monoeicosanoate (C20), unreacted FFA such as oleic acid. . ..),
or unrelated to PS such as peroxides, metals, and ketones. Differ-
ent PS products may contain different concentration and composi-
tion of these impurities due to differences in synthetic and
purification processes (e.g., between PS manufacturers) or raw
materials (e.g., between raw material batches used for PS synthe-
sis). Enhanced pharma purity grade PS may contain lower levels of
PS impurities compared to standard MC grade.

� PS degradants are structurally altered PS-related components e.g.,
free fatty acids, oxidized PS species, aldehydes, short chain
ketones. PS degradation may also result in increase of certain PS
subspecies e.g., free POEs. The presence and / or increase of these
PS degradants are markers for PS degradation.
It is well understood that, under different circumstances, the same

chemical entity may be classified as both, a PS subspecies and also a
PS degradant (e.g., monoesters originating from enzyme-mediated
hydrolysis of diesters) or be a PS impurity and a PS degradant (e.g.,
free fatty acids). Consequently, the same analytical toolbox may be
used for various purposes such as degradation investigations or com-
prehensive PS product characterization.

Analytical Methods to Characterize PS Subspecies

63% (10 of 16) of the companies (Table 2) indicated that they char-
acterize PS subspecies in drug substance (7 of 10) or drug product (9
of 10), process intermediates (4 of 10) being characterized less fre-
quently. This analysis is used to support investigations (8 of 10) or
product development (5 of 10). Consequently, platform type qualita-
tive methods suitable for their intended use are applied as non-rou-
tine assays. No company operates these assays for GMP release or
stability purposes, although one company implemented the assay for
a commercial product.

Usually, (ultra-)high performance liquid chromatography-based
methods target the main classes of PS subspecies e.g., free POE-sorbi-
tan/isoborbides, POE Mono-ester or POE multi-ester fractions of PS14,
or with more resolution at the FA-ester levels e.g., POE sorbitan
monolaurate and POE sorbitan monomyristate etc. 11,46,47 For even
further granularity to detect single PS species, LC methods are cou-
pled with high-resolution mass spectrometry,15,16,48-50 and/or use 2-
dimensional chromatography approaches.51 The MS-based high reso-
lution methods developed to assess PS subspecies in formulated
product samples are generally also suitable to evaluate PS degradants
and will be discussed in more detail hereafter.

Analytical Methods to Characterize PS Degradants

PS degradation is generally first detected by a decrease in the PS
content or the formation of subvisible or visible FFA particles1. Fur-
ther characterization of the relevant PS degradation pathway (if
applicable) requires different methods (Fig. 1) tailored to identify
and/or quantify relevant PS degradants. Observations such as
increased/changed levels of FFAs (see next section) may indicate a
hydrolytic PS degradation pathway, while markers for an oxidative
PS pathway include POE sorbitan hydroxy oleate form,21 POE sorbitan
glycolic acid derivatives15 or PEG sorbitan 2-decenedioic acid
esters16. The majority (69%, 11 of 16) of the companies have imple-
mented platform type non-routine PS degradant related methods to
support PS degradation investigation. Such methods are applied to
evaluate changes of PS subspecies patterns or emergence of PS degra-
dants in DP (10 of 11) or in DS (5 of 11). These methods are used for
investigational purposes or during product development and are typ-
ically not validated. Multiple methods may be needed to confirm a
specific degradation pathway, as shown in Fig. 1. The separation and
identification of the different PS degradant species is mainly per-
formed by liquid chromatography methods (LC) coupled to mass
spectrometry (LC-MS), followed by LC-CAD (charged aerosol



Figure 1. Analytical strategy for monitoring and investigating the primary route of PS degradation.
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detection) and LC-ELSD (evaporative light scattering detection), as
depicted in Fig. 2. Gas chromatography-based methods (GC-MS) or
LC separation methods coupled to other detectors are less frequently
used, which is consistent with current literature characterizing PS
degradation pathways.15,16,18,21,25,52-55 Protein removal in DS or DP
samples is an essential step prior to PS characterization. All compa-
nies (11 of 11) running a PS degradant assay reported removing the
protein either by precipitation with organic solvent (6 of 11), by solid
phase extraction (SPE; 5 of 11), derivatization (2 of 11) or other
approaches (3 of 11) which were not specified. Identification of PS
degradants utilizes MS and putative structures; with the exception of
FAs, there is a clear lack of suitable isolated, well-characterized PS
degradation products which could be used as analytical standards.
Analytical Methods to Characterize Free Fatty Acids (FFA)

FFAs are one prominent PS degradant family resulting from
hydrolytic PS degradation in formulated products and may also be
regarded as a PS impurity when present in the neat PS product. Due
to potential nucleation/precipitation and ultimately the formation of
FFA particles, they require special attention. An increase in FFA levels
Figure 2. Analytical technologies used for PS degradant characterization within industry.
with concomitant decrease of PS content is a strong indicator for the
hydrolytic (enzymatic) PS degradation pathway (Fig. 1). FFA assays
are used by 56% (9 of 16) companies (Table 2) mainly at the DP stage
(8 of 9) and less frequently for DS (4 of 9), process intermediate (1 of
9), or formulation screening (5 of 9) samples. FFA methods are usually
platform assays (8 of 9) to predominantly support investigations (7 of
9) and less frequently used in a more routine way for product devel-
opment (2 of 9) or product stability (e.g., at least for 1 stability batch,
one company). One company implemented the assay for GMP release
and stability purposes based on internal requirements as a validated
platform assay, 2 of 9 validated the FFA assay, 1 of 9 qualified, and 5
of 9 companies indicated research method status. Table 3 summa-
rizes additional information related to FFA assays based on the survey
responses. It should be noted that one company considered switching
from a derivatization LC method to a column-switching LC-MS
approach. Recent literature suggests that this may indicate a trend, as
one of the initial methods published for FFA quantification in bio-
pharmaceutical samples used Phenyldiazomethane (PDAM) derivati-
zation and LC-UV detection,56 whereas more recent approaches rely
on LC-MS methods.53,55,57,58

Supportive Assay to Characterize Oxidative PS Degradation

Peroxide/ROS Assay
Oxidation by atmospheric oxygen under increased temperatures

or light results in reactive oxygen species (ROS) including peroxides.
Consequently, many companies (88%, 14 of 16) determine peroxide
levels in the PS product as an incoming test1. In addition, peroxides
are characterized by non-routine impurity assays by 7 companies in
DS (1 of 7), DP (3 of 7) or other samples mainly for investigational
purposes (6 of 7). Assays are platform research methods (3 of 7) or
qualified assays (2 of 7) using H2O2 as a standard (6 of 7). No method
targeting lipophilic peroxides is currently implemented per survey
responses. The lipid-compatible peroxide assay kit (ferrous oxida-
tion-xylenol orange (FOX-2)) can be used for detection of hydroper-
oxide species (HPOs) being a marker for auto-oxidation23. A
differentiation between organic hydroperoxides (ROOH) and H2O2

requires a catalase reaction to selectively convert H2O2 into oxygen
and water.59 The formation of peroxides in PS products is minimized
by appropriate handling or additives (see later section).



Table 3
Technical details on FFA assays.

Assay feature Related parameter Number of responses of 9 companies that implemented a FFA assay

Analytical technology LC-MS 6
RP-(U)HPLC after derivatization 5
RP-(U)HPLC without derivatization 2
UV/VIS/Fluorescence assay after derivatization 1
Other 1
NMR-based assay 0

Sample preparation approach Organic solvent precipitation 5
SPE 2
Both 1
Other 1

Nature of assay Qualitative 1
Quantitative 7
Both 1

Use of FFA standards Yes 9 (2 without internal STD)
Internal standards 6 (1 only internal STD)

LC-MS: Liquid chromatography hyphenated with mass spectrometry, RP-(U)HPLC: reversed phase (ultra) high performance liquid chromatography; NMR: nuclear magnetic reso-
nance, SPE: solid phase extraction STD: standard.
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Trace Metal Assay

Besides heat and light, metals (particularly iron) even at ppb lev-
els may cause PS auto-oxidation (see oxidative PS degradation sec-
tion). Ten of 16 companies use platform trace metal assays for
investigational purposes (7 of 10) or during product development (4
of 10), for measurements of DS (6 of 10) or DP samples (7 of 10). The
assay(s) have either a research status (3 of 10) or are qualified (4 of
10) or even validated (3 of 10). In many cases, a quantitative (9 of 10)
or at least a semi-quantitative assay is in place. Assays should allow
determinations of metals at trace levels since iron was shown to
accelerate PS oxidation at levels as low as 10 to 20 ppb.15,22

Supportive Assay to Characterize Hydrolytic PS Degradation

Despite the availability of ultra-sensitive mass spectrometry-
based HCP profiling approaches, it remains a challenge to establish
an unambiguously positive correlation between specific enzymes
and PS degradation due to several reasons: 1.) enzymes can be
extremely active and may play a role in PS hydrolysis even at a
level below the detection limit of the current state of the art HCP MS
methods, 2.) multiple enzymes at low levels may be detected at
the same time, 3.) conventional HCP MS methods alone cannot differ-
entiate active enzyme from inactive enzyme; furthermore, many
enzymes also depend on co-factors, and 4.) enzyme names may be
misleading as they are usually focussing on the main function of the
respective enzyme, thereby potentially neglecting either further
known or unknown additional functionality. Both, HCP-hydrolase
profiling methods and enzyme activity assays will be briefly dis-
cussed hereafter.

HCP-Hydrolase Profiling (Identification and/or Quantitation)

Traditional ELISA-based HCP assays feature a target-agnostic
design to provide a comprehensive assessment of the total rather
than individual levels of the HCPs present in a biopharmaceutical
sample. Due to their inherent lack of specificity towards individual
HCP species, these assays are not considered suitable to track the lev-
els of specific enzyme contaminants. Most companies (75%, 12 of 16)
participating in this survey indicated that they have addressed this
gap by developing dedicated assays that enable specific assessment
of hydrolytic enzyme levels, but these assays are typically performed
on selected products rather than on every product.

In general, monitoring of PS degrading enzymes is applied to cases
where investigational analyses require support (11 of 12) or for
product development (4 of 12). In one case, testing of commercial
products has been reported. Alignment of internal requirements with
agency requests seem to be the main drivers for performing enzyme
content assays in the industry. Testing on DS levels is clearly the
focus, 8 of 12 companies reported testing of DS bioprocess intermedi-
ate purification pools, 10 of 12 on DS, and 3 of 12 on DP samples.

Generic platform-type HCP/hydrolase content assays (11 of 12)
have been reported to be the most used assay type, of which 7 of 12
are applied as research type assay, while around 4 of 12 have been
qualified and 2 of 12 validated for certain product characterization
purposes. The survey results did not show a clear preference of tar-
get-specific over target-unspecific assays that are implemented at
the various companies. With respect to the assay methodology that is
used for hydrolase content determination, 10 of 12 companies indi-
cated the application of MS-based and 6 of 12 companies of an ELISA-
based HCP/hydrolase method with 5 of 12 companies using both ana-
lytical approaches. Two of 12 companies use another type of assay
with no details on the applied methodology. Only 2 of 12 companies
reported a successful purification and isolation of individual hydro-
lytic enzymes, and 8 of 12 indicated the use of commercially available
enzymes as standard for analytical purposes.

Although the knowledge surrounding the identity of PS degrading
enzymes is increasing (Table 1), the tracing of specific enzymes in a
given product and process remains a very challenging task. In fact,
reports on successfully identified hydrolytic enzymes indicate the
requirement to apply extremely sensitive MS-based methods and
innovative sample preparation procedures as a means to enable the
detection of hydrolytic enzymes that are often present only at sub-
ppm levels.

Enzyme Activity Assay
Activity-based protein profiling approaches (ABPP) will become

more and more important in the future32 as the identification and
quantitative determination of pertinent enzymes yield necessary but,
in some cases, incomplete information with respect to the root cause
of PS degradation. Differing selectivity of the respective enzymes
towards PS is conceivable due to their proposed catalytic activity
which is also modulated by the specific enzymes’ concentration lev-
els, potentially by cofactors, substrate (PS subspecies) concentration
and possibly enzyme inhibitors. Six of 16 companies reported the use
of enzymatic activity assays for investigational purposes, mainly for
the DS (5 of 6); 4 of 6 companies also analyse DS process intermedi-
ates or DP samples. The obtained data is predominantly generated for
internal information. Five of 6 companies responded that their
enzyme activity assay is a platform (generic) method. In contrast to
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the more broadly leveraged platform assay concept, there was a sin-
gle response stating that their assay is specifically applied and quali-
fied for one product.

The questions arise as to how enzyme activity is determined. Is it
a pragmatic and holistic test for enzymatic hydrolytic activity leading
to PS degradation by the entirety of HCPs? Or is it specifically tailored
towards the relevant hydrolase(s)? The former can be assessed with
a rather straight forward approach (e.g., PS-spiking studies by combin-
ing intact PS with e.g., downstream samples and exposing at higher
temperatures, see next section), either by determination of the
decrease rate of intact PS, or the rate of increase of FFAs.53,57 The later
uses surrogate substrates to measure the lipolytic activity,30,31 or spe-
cific enrichment of hydrolases and synthetic probes containing tag
and reactive group (ABPP approach32). Another promising enrich-
ment method could be the use of aptamers.60 Further development
of appropriate enzyme activity assays would certainly be useful and
expand their use during product development.

Accelerated PS Degradation Studies (Predictive PS Degradation
Models)

Accelerated PS degradation studies (model systems), specifically
designed to assess the risk and extend of potential PS degradation
under biopharmaceutically relevant conditions, are used by 67% (10
of 16) of surveyed companies. These model systems are often
employed to assess degradation behavior in a shorter amount of time
since the intended shelf life of a liquid biopharmaceutical product is
typically 2 years or more. Such model systems should be representa-
tive for the impact of inherent impurities of the DS upstream process
and/or conditions (e.g., interfacial stresses, leachables) encountered
during manufacturing, storage, and handling. Degradation studies at
accelerated and stressed temperatures are considered appropriate
model systems (88%, 14 of 16 companies) although they may not be
predictive of actual product quality issues. Indeed, PS degradation at
lower temperatures, e.g. 25°C and 5°C may be dominated by autooxi-
dation, and at a rate typically negligible compared to those at 40°C.
Whereas PS degradation at 40°C can also be driven by hydrolysis.10

Degradation studies may be used to test the stabilizing properties of
(different) surfactants,13,61-63 determine the potential risk of early PS
degradation, and investigate potential root cause of degradation.
Short term stability studies (e.g., PS spiking or enzyme incubation stud-
ies) conducted under stressed temperature conditions help to deter-
mine the influence of residual host cell proteins on PS
degradation.5,41,43 ICH photostability of antibody formulations has
also been studied by Singh et al.,64 who showed protein stability
being affected by the quality of PS 80 generating peroxide.

Sixty-three percent of surveyed companies (10 of 16) considered
models involving spiking studies with artificial (recombinant)
enzymes and/or hydrolysis inhibitors4,7,31 or oxidative agents as rep-
resentative systems to enhance the understanding of PS degradation.
Fractions of PS degraded either by oxidation or by hydrolysis (includ-
ing FFAs) were spiked into biopharmaceutical formulations to inves-
tigate protein stability under long term storage conditions and to
determine the ability of the remaining PS and FAA fractions to protect
the protein during mechanical stress.13,65-67 These model systems
should be used with precaution and care, as they can present some
pitfalls. For example, the oxidizing agents used for preparation of
degraded PS may also trigger protein (e.g., iron catalyzed fragmenta-
tion68) and excipients to oxidize/degrade, leading to wrong conclu-
sions or inconclusive results. Additionally, enzymes have different
specificities and may degrade the PS in a manner that is not represen-
tative of the process. Hall et al.5 observed a more pronounced hydro-
lysis of PS 80 than PS 20 in antibody formulations containing a
lysosomal phospholipase A2 isomer X1, whereas McShan et al.69

showed PS hydrolysis was dependent on the order of esters, the
identity of the hydrophilic head group, the identity of the fatty ester
tail, and the identity of the enzyme. This is in accordance with
Gl€ucklich et al.33 who used different surrogate lipases and showed
that depending on the lipase tested, a different PS degradation finger-
print is observed.

Forty-four percent (7 of 16) of the companies have a strategy for
assessing the propensity of PS degradation as part of formulation
development, 44% (7 of 16) indicated that they evaluate oxidation (e.
g., by metal spiking, peroxide, photostability), 38% (6 of 16) assess
enzymatic degradation, and 19% (3 of 16) assess degradation by
chemical hydrolysis (e.g., pH, temperature, light). As model systems
are employed to understand mechanistic degradation with varying
levels of fidelity to actual conditions, data from such studies are con-
sidered in regulatory filings when asked by regulators by 25% of the
companies (4 of 16).

Considerations for PS Control and Mitigation Strategy

As discussed in part 1 survey report, the importance of PS as a pro-
tein stabilizer in biopharmaceutical formulations was recognized by
all participating companies. Active PS control and preventive meas-
ures have been taken by each company to assure its quality and func-
tionality remain throughout processing, storage, and clinical/patient
use. Survey results also indicate certain differences in control strate-
gies used at different companies, likely due to the diversity of compa-
nies’ product portfolios, prior knowledge, and supply chain
challenges. Nevertheless, participants’ overall PS control strategies
share many common elements, similar to those discussed by Jones, et
al.70, and Katz et al.71 An end-to-end control strategy typically
includes control of PS products, DS/DP manufacturing process and in-
process controls, release analytics and stability studies, as summa-
rized in Table 4. In regard to PS grades, we differentiate between
standard multi-compendial (MC) grade PS (with heterogeneous nature
of intended species such as FA-ester distribution conforming to USP/
EP/JP/ChP) vs. enhanced pharma purity grade PS (standard MC grade
PS containing reduced and better controlled impurities such as resid-
ual trace metals, peroxides). More chemically defined PS grades (e.g.,
all-oleate PS80, all-laurate PS20) are not considered enhanced
pharma purity grades per se.

At the time of the survey, most (63%, 10 of 16) pharmaceutical
companies did not have a prospective mitigation strategy applicable
to the entire portfolio. Instead, product specific observations either at
recommended or long-term storage conditions, such as formation of
subvisible or visible particles above a certain defined threshold, trig-
ger the development and implementation of mitigation strategies for
PS degradation of participating companies (Table 5). Conceptually,
there are a number of mitigation strategies at one’s disposal e.g.,
selection of enhanced pharma purity grade PS products, addition of
antioxidants and/or chelating agents to the DS/DP formulation,
reducing HCP level during DS purification, and/or alternate surfac-
tant/formulation/storage conditions. Which of these strategies to use
depends on the nature and severity of the problem, and the effective-
ness of the mitigation as summarized in Fig. 3 and discussed for the
main PS degradation pathways in more details below.

Control and Mitigation Strategy for PS Oxidative Degradation

The survey results in Part 1 indicates that PS oxidative degrada-
tion does not affect the biopharmaceutical industry as extensively as
enzyme-mediated PS hydrolytic degradation; PS oxidation is
observed in less than 25% of survey participant’s products.1 One rea-
son may be that effective mitigation measures, discussed below, are
already in place.

The first stage to minimize PS oxidative degradation is a thought-
ful choice of PS product (e.g., with respect to impurities like



Table 4
High level summary of end-to-end PS control strategy.

Stage of PS control Sub-elements Intended purpose Recommended/desired practice/state

PS product (raw
material for bio-
pharmaceutical
products)

Sourcing consideration PS grade with appropriately
specified purity (e.g., low per-
oxide), sustained and consis-
tent quality provided by the
supplier

Transparency of communication (manufacturer/supplier/
customer)

Enhanced pharma purity grade for sensitive products
PS grade controlled beyond pharmacopeia requirements
e.g., with minimum levels of FFAs (minimize particle
formation) and of non-compendial FA-esters

Package size Easier raw material storage and
handling, number of openings
minimized

Smaller size is preferred (via direct supply or repackaging
into smaller containers under inert gas)

Package container type Minimize PS raw material degra-
dation during storage

Container that protects PS from light, such as brown glass,
and from oxygen ingress or leachates; best is single-use
of containers/packs

Storage Minimize PS raw material degra-
dation during storage

Protection from light, application of an inert gas overlay,
storage according to supplier recommendation for
unopened PS products; storage at sub-ambient temper-
aturea once opened or alternatively opening in an inert
gas atmosphere in case of multi-use (both minimize
oxidative degradation)

Incoming quality control testing Consistent raw material quality Reliance on supplier certificate (requires appropriate
quality system) - wherever possible

Discard the containers opened for incoming quality test-
ing (e.g., for annual release testing); container identity
testing may be performed using left-overs, but other
quality measures would be preferred

Shelf life assignment Consistent quality during
storage

Single-use container; or multi-use container with an
appropriate (shortened) expiry date, maintenance of
low levels of peroxides is critical (constitutes main risk
for deterioration of PS quality)

Manufacturing pro-
cess and in-pro-
cess control

PS stock solution preparation Accurate PS addition Target PS stock solution 4-10% (w/v) is most common,
“just in time” useb is preferred

PS stock solution storage and shelf life Minimize PS stock solution
degradation

“Just in time” use is preferred, light protection and refrig-
eration during intermediate storage for longer storage
periods (frozen storage of dilution might be
considered)

Filtration steps Ensure consistent levels of PS by
minimizing impact of PS
adsorption losses

Pre-wetting, recirculation steps to saturate PS adsorption
sites, process characterization studies

Residual hydrolytic enzymes Minimize hydrolytic PS degrada-
tion at DS level

Optimized platform purification process steps to remove
hydrolytic enzymes to acceptable low levels

Light exposure, elevated temperature
of formulated PS; excipients, materials

Minimize formation of PS oxida-
tion degradants at DS/DP level

Protection from light, reduce RT exposure time periods
(but still allow wide enough window for robust
manufacturing); select excipients with very low levels
of transition metals, product contact surfaces with min-
imummetal leachables

DS or DP release PS level To assure PS content at expected
level

PS content as release (preferred at DP level) or characteri-
zation based on clinical phase

DP stability PS level To assure PS content at expected
level

PS content monitored without acceptance criteriac, unless
degradation of PS impacts other CQAs; PS range robust-
ness study during formulation development; end of
shelf life functionality tested to confirm functional
properties of PS (e.g., if decrease of PS level during
storage)

a PS products stored at 2 to 8°C may show cloudiness due to precipitation of e.g., salts of FFA residues, and upon room temperature equilibration, the liquid reclarifies.
b Use within 24 h is generally preferred.
c most companies rely on a product-specific polysorbate specification if PS content decreases during long-term storage conditions.
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peroxides). Commercially available PS grades differing in subspecies
composition can affect the stability of a given biopharmaceutical for-
mulation dramatically. The different physicochemical properties and
functional effects of different PS subspecies can ultimately determine
the performances of this compound as a stabilizer within the formu-
lation. For example, the more chemically defined grade of PS80 was
found to be more prone to oxidative degradation compared to the
standard MC grade. One possible hypothesis for the higher propen-
sity of oxidative degradation in the chemically defined PS80 grades is
the higher amount of oleate esters compared to the standard MC
grade.14,16,22,39

Choice of the formulation matrix (including buffer type, exci-
pients, antioxidant) can be an additional measure to effectively
control PS oxidative degradation. The type of buffer (histidine vs ace-
tate vs citrate) plays a role in the mechanistic aspect of PS oxidation
(see previous section). However, no clear recommendation for a sin-
gle best choice can be provided, as specific factors (pH, light expo-
sure, metal vs peroxide induced oxidation) may influence the
antioxidant vs. pro-oxidant role of a given buffer and one has to con-
sider the overall protein stability. Multiple studies14,15,39,54,72 demon-
strated that EDTA (formulated as disodium edetate) or DTPA
(diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid) exhibited a protective effect on
PS20 and PS80 against oxidative degradation. EDTA and similar che-
lating agents are thought to inactivate potential traces of iron, which
are known to elicit an oxidative degradation mechanism. PS20 and
PS80 solution containing antioxidants such as butylhydroxytoluene



Table 5
Survey results on triggers for PS degradation related mitigation strategies for a specific project/product.

Potential triggers Number of companies confirming
relevance of triggera

Temperature conditions for
a relevant trigger (number of companies)

Recommended condition Accelerated condition

Formation of visible particles above a certain defined threshold 14 of 14 13 7
Formation of subvisible particles above a certain defined threshold 13 of 15 13 8
Occurrence of PS degradation with PS content below a certain defined threshold 10 of 14 8 9
Formation of visible particles at any level (one would be sufficient) 9 of 15 8 5
Occurrence of PS degradation at any level/ rate 5 of 14 5 3
Formation of subvisible particles at any level (meaningful increase) 4 of 14 4 2

Other product independent, general triggers
Agency Feedback 8 of 13 NA
Mitigation strategy by default/ based on prior knowledge 6 of 14 NA
HCPs (presence of “active” enzyme with hydrolytic activity) 3 of 13 NA
a Not all 16 participating companies provided a response; some considered that their current product portfolio does not require a mitigation strategy, or that PS degradation was

not (yet) observed.
NA = not applicable.
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(BHT) and butylhydroxyanisole (BHA) were found to be more stable
against oxidative degradation than those without.73 The use of
methionine represents another possibility to reduce oxidative
degradation.15

Another approach is to consider the use of alternative surfactants
that are less susceptible to oxidization. Although poloxamer 188
(P188) can be oxidized in histidine buffer,74 a recent head-to-head
comparison with PS80 showed that P188 is more resistant to oxida-
tion compared to PS80 under pharmaceutically relevant conditions.75

The characteristics of poloxamers as protein stabilizer still need fur-
ther research, particularly as (auto) oxidation of polyethylene and
polypropylene oxide chains remains a concern76 and protein-PDMS
particles in P188 formulations were observed after long-term storage
at 2-8°C for some protein formulations.61

The oxidative PS degradation represents a complex pathway with
many interdependent factors (e.g., buffer type, pH, purity and compo-
sition of PS, protein concentration) and different root causes (transi-
tion metals, peroxides, light). Even so, a skilled product developer
can proactively devise an effective control and mitigation strategy by
applying sound knowledge of the mechanisms to prevent oxidative
degradation.

Control and mitigation strategy for enzymatic (HCP)-induced PS
hydrolysis

Storage temperature and storage time were ranked as the highest
influencing factors (see part 1 survey report), reflecting the enzy-
matic kinetics of HCP-induced PS degradation. Protein concentration
and HCP concentration were ranked the second highest influencing
factors as both may be related to total amount of PS-degrading HCP
Figure 3. Rating of effectiveness of DP mitigation strategies in case of observed enzy-
matic polysorbate 20 degradation. Scale of 1 to 6 with 1 = least effective and 6 = highly
effective (similar mitigation strategies scoring is also reported for Polysorbate 80 by
survey participants)
(s) in the drug product. This may form the basis of potential mitiga-
tion strategies for enzymatic-induced PS hydrolysis at DS or DP stages
as discussed in more detail below.

Strategies to control and mitigate enzymatic PS degradation with
potential formation of related particles were surveyed with exem-
plary responses for PS20 related degradation shown in Fig. 3. These
strategies are equally valid for PS80 degradation and are discussed
further below.

Amongst all mitigation strategies, a switch from liquid formula-
tion to a freeze-dried preparation is ranked as the most effective. This
is supported by the survey results in Part 1 that no decrease in PS
content was reported in lyophilized drug product. Lyophilization
removes the majority of the water (the reaction medium for enzyme-
mediated PS hydrolysis), thereby preventing PS hydrolysis (and on a
side note also mitigates PS oxidation). However, due to supply chain
challenges, complexity in clinical handling like reconstitution,
reduced patient and health care professional convenience, scale-up
issues, difficulties to apply for devices, etc., lyophilization may not be
the leading option in practice.

DS strategies to mitigate PS degradation by enzyme-mediated
hydrolysis may include the knockout of pertinent enzymes in CHO
cells using CRISPR and TALEN technologies,42 as well as improving
HCP/hydrolase clearance in downstream process. One company
attempted to change the cell line with limited success, none of the
companies participating in the survey had considered changing the
cell line or clone so far. However, 3 of 16 companies successfully
removed troublesome enzymes (and 2 of 16 with some success) and
hence solving the issue by changing the purification process.

The use of a PS alternative that is resistant to enzyme hydrolysis,
such as poloxamer, can be an effective mitigation and is being consid-
ered by some companies. The majority (9 out of 15) of companies are
also considering alternative surfactants other than PS and P188.
Alternative candidate strategies are looking into replacing the ester
bond by more stable bonds as well as into alternatives to the hydro-
philic parts of the polysorbate molecule.71,77,78. Six of 9 companies
indicated that alternatives may be able to mitigate the risk of PS deg-
radation from a scientific perspective. Two of 9 companies suggested
that alternatives may also help to mitigate the regulatory risk. P188
has demonstrated both advantages74 and disadvantages61,76,79 in bio-
pharmaceutical formulations, thus it might not be a universal
replacement for PS. Developing alternative surfactants is not a trivial
task. All participating companies in the survey acknowledged at least
one hurdle to developing alternative surfactants, including material
availability, budget, time needed, as well as regulatory acceptance.
The top-ranking hurdle is the time requirement, followed by antici-
pated difficulties to obtain regulatory acceptance. Limited material



Figure 4. Mitigation strategies based on PS degradation.
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availability and budget are also stated by many companies. It is
understandable that developing any novel excipient will require a
significant amount of time to confirm stabilizing properties under
various conditions (e.g., processing, shipment, freeze-thaw), drug
product stability and compatibility, major efforts to generate toxicol-
ogy and medical safety data packages particularly for parenteral use,
and extensive communication with regulatory agencies. Toxicology
data packages can be very expensive, depending on the clinical study
stage at hand. Even though the question which alternatives those
companies have explored was not surveyed, existing publications
discussed the possibility for the use of novel excipient classes (e.g.,
FM100077), and application of existing classes such as cyclodex-
trins,80 polyoxyethylene ethers62,81 and maltosides.82 Out of those
alternatives, only cyclodextrins have been used in FDA approved
parenteral drug products. However, the protective effect of cyclodex-
trins may vary case by case, depending on the properties of the
proteins they are meant to stabilize and on the choice of cyclodextrin
derivative selected.80 Thus, cyclodextrins cannot be considered a
universal replacement for PS, and a significant amount of develop-
ment work remains before the industry can find a true alternative
for PS.

A further mitigation measure for enzyme-mediated PS degrada-
tion raised in the survey is a change of the drug product storage tem-
perature, as lowering of the storage temperature can decrease the
rate of enzyme kinetics of PS hydrolysis. This approach has been
brought up by a few respondents, although for the most part, this
would result in frozen state storage. The feasibility of this mitigation
measure is, however, highly questionable, as storing drug product in
a frozen state often leads to complex supply chain challenges at the
late clinical and commercial stages.

The use of enzyme inhibitors to inhibit hydrolytic activity of PS
degrading HCPs may be another option in mitigating enzyme-medi-
ated PS degradation.32,62 However, the feasibility of this approach is
highly dependent on the definitive identification of the causal
enzyme as well as the availability and safety of corresponding
inhibitors.
Based on the discussion above as well as survey results, mitigation
measures against PS oxidation and enzyme-mediated hydrolysis are
summarized in the decision tree in Fig. 4. The effectiveness of each
approach is color coded and ranked from high success rate to low.
Choice of each approach needs to be evaluated holistically based on
the overall drug product development strategy and other potential
risk factors.
Discussion and Outlook

Polysorbates are an essential component to warrant the stability
of biopharmaceutics during manufacturing and to maintain its qual-
ity during storage until use. For injectable biopharmaceutics, PS is
not used as a solubilizer, but as a stabilizer, and therefore is present
at low concentration, usually in the range between 0.1 to 0.5 mg/mL.
In the past, reports have shown that PS are prone to both chemical
and enzymatic degradation. Depending on whether the chemical (i.
e., oxidative) degradation pathway or the hydrolytic degradation
pathway (i.e., enzymatic) is most prominent, the various mitigation
measures have a different probability of success. A control strategy
and related mitigation measures as outlined in Table 4 and Fig. 4
represent possible approaches to keep the levels of visible and sub-
visible particles below the pharmacopeial thresholds and ensure suf-
ficient residual levels of functional PS. However, the prevailing
degradation pathway must first be determined to identify the mitiga-
tion(s) with the greatest probability of success. Appropriate tools to
characterize the PS degradation pathway are fingerprint analysis
of the polysorbate degradation products by LC-MS and/or by FFA
determinations, either on stability samples (trend in FFA levels) or in
short-term stability studies at elevated temperatures (model sys-
tems). These analytical characterization methods complement a
robust, well developed, and validated PS content assay. The partici-
pating survey companies agree that a PS content assay should be
used routinely for DP GMP release testing and monitoring DP stability
for characterization purposes.
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While polysorbate is a highly functional excipient, it is also chemi-
cally and enzymatically labile, and recognition of these characteristics
within the biopharmaceutical industry is paramount. PS oxidation
can happen but, with the appropriate handling procedures (e.g., inert
atmosphere overlay, light-protection of PS products until first time of
use, just in time use of intermediate dilutions), the oxidative degrada-
tion pathway is rather unlikely to become a significant issue. The
selection of an adequate supplier and appropriate quality of the
respective PS also helps to avoid out of control situations. Peroxide,
for instance, a potent trigger for PS oxidation, is assessed at PS receipt
stage by most of the companies. Additionally, there is a trend to use
single-use, small volume containers, enhanced pharma purity grade
PS qualities or standard MC PS grades with a lower peroxide specifi-
cation than described in the pharmacopeias. Minimizing the presence
of transition metals (particularly iron) in the DS and DP formulations
even at ppb levels through careful selection of excipients and proc-
essing materials also reduces the risk for oxidative PS degradation. In
cases where additional measures are needed, the addition of antioxi-
dants/chelators to the formulation can be considered as an option. It
is typically a matter of a case-by-case assessment to determine if the
oxidation of PS and radical formation is accompanied with the oxida-
tion of the therapeutic protein in a critical domain, which may com-
promise the functionality or stability of the protein.

Enzyme-mediated PS hydrolysis has been identified as the pre-
dominant and most challenging PS degradation pathway in partici-
pating companies’ products. The challenge starts with the question of
how to determine if an enzymatic degradation issue is present or not.
A decrease of PS content during storage of liquid product in vials and
pre-filled syringes, accompanied by an increase in FFA levels is a dis-
tinctive initial indicator of hydrolytically driven PS degradation via
host cell-derived enzymes. In order to probe the degradation, it has
become more and more obvious that specialized analytics using
highly sensitive mass spectrometry is a prerequisite to enable the
identification of the critical HCP species (i.e., the hydrolytic enzyme
(s) responsible for the observed degradation). The HCP profiling,
approaches should be complemented by assays monitoring the enzy-
matic activities in DS related samples. MS-based and activity-based
profiling enables the differentiation of inactive enzymes from active
ones, and − according to the authors unanimous view − will increas-
ingly gain importance. All participating companies agree that a holis-
tic and collaborative approach is needed preferably at a program’s
early development stage to proactively prevent HCP-mediated PS
degradation. Specifically, this approach requires thoughtfully cell line
and clone selection, targeted purification process optimization, vigi-
lant HCP profiling and PS degradation monitoring, and balanced for-
mulation development that possibly is supportive of a manageable
speed of hydrolysis and provide a sound justification for a degree of
degradation that can be considered acceptable. While these cross-
functional activities describe the ideal state, and rather sketch out an
iterative strategy to prevent risks from the beginning of a program or
mitigate as first signs of degradation are observed, industry professio-
nals in daily practice are often confronted with the task to eliminate a
prevailing risk in ongoing programs particularly with accelerated
product development timelines. Depending on the product develop-
ment phase, lyophilization or a switch to an alternative surfactant
such as poloxamer are currently considered promising options to
remediate the issue. Alternatively, some companies have also been
working on optimization of the DS purification process to mitigate
enzyme-mediated PS degradation. A rationale to justify an acceptable
degree of PS degradation and presence of PS degradants (including
FFA related particulate matter) is considered by all companies.
Important success factors are besides regulatory acceptance primarily
overall acceptable product quality attributes, followed by the deter-
mination of minimal effective surfactant levels by specific supportive
development studies for some companies, while shelf-life restriction
as appropriate measure is only considered being a temporary solu-
tion.

Even though most companies are thinking of alternative surfac-
tants, all companies face the challenge of time needed, regulatory
burden and delays in approval, material availability and budget.
More importantly, no new alternative besides poloxamer P188 (by
far not being a universal “trouble-free” alternative) has been devel-
oped so far. Recent experience of mixed success with initially com-
pelling alternatives e.g., by more chemically defined (“higher purity”)
PS, such as all-oleate PS80, illustrate well that a better alternative to
the heterogeneous standard multi-compendial grade PS to stabilize
proteins is not easily found under real-world conditions. The use of
all-oleate PS80, reflected in the 2015 Chinese Pharmacopeia as
requirement for injectables, urged many companies to initiate evalu-
ation studies to assess the applicability of this more chemically
defined PS80 grade. In the end, study results did not make a compel-
ling case in favour of more chemically defined PS grades, and thus
hardly any company considered switching to all-oleate PS80 as they
tend to be more prone to oxidative break-down than the standard
MC grade equivalent. Nonetheless, it remains an important topic to
be taken on by the biopharmaceutical industry to identify approaches
to overcome this limited choice of appropriate alternatives to PS.

The present work has outlined the current state of PS degradation
understanding. The authors acknowledge that there is yet, but by no
means an exhaustive list of substantial questions that remain open:
1.) Which PS subspecies are most effective protein stabilizers and
which are not (structure-function relation for thousands of PS sub-
species)? 2.) What would an ideal, affordable, highly consistent and
functional, enhanced pharma purity grade PS product look like? 3.)
Which PS degradants and at what levels are acceptable, and how to
best set related, justifiable threshold for impacted products? 4.) From
which data basis (study design) should acceptance criteria (AC) be
derived of, and is there a reasonable phase-appropriate approach for
AC setting accepted by regulators in various regions? 5.) Is there a
functional assay allowing to demonstrate and justify the effectiveness
of degraded PS avoiding “end of shelf life” studies? 6.) What is the
best sequence of mitigation actions to follow in case substantial PS
degradation is observed? and 7.) What can be done from an industry
position to expedite the establishment of an alternative surfactant to
PS? The authors support the possibility of individual sponsors build-
ing the rationale of how much degradation is acceptable by taking
into account the development history, including definition of design
space.

Future work will help to shed light on these and many other open
questions in this area. The authors remain committed to contributing
to this effort.
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